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This housing aggregate is to be located
at the surrounding perimeter of shopping
center parking lots. It consists of two thin
buildings which frame and follow a linear
garden. The garden space is a habitable
zone which extends the interior space of
each dwelling while providing a privacy
screen from neighbors across the way.
The resultant double wall configuration is
a dense and relatively efficient housing
aggregation.
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The contemporary suburban shopping
mall is characterized by a large apron
of parking which admits of no easy
proximate building of the type which
might allow pedestrian connections.
Shopping mall parking lots are typically
over sized. Most of the year they are
underutilized, being filled to capacity
only during the Christmas shopping
season, if ever.
While this proposal to ring a shopping
center parking lot with housing may, at
first, seem unusual, it is little more than
an unveiling of existing circumstance.
Numerous apartment and housing
developments are located in extreme
proximity to shopping malls. Planners
of these communities, do not typically
exploit this adjacency, assuming it to be
a marketing detriment. There already
exists a trend to ring the perimeter of
these parking lots with other buildings.
These are building usually tied to the
automobile such as service stations,
fast food restaurants, and strip shopping
annexes or boutiques.
Driving Working Shopping Living
Several forces including the rapid
proliferation of personal computers
have resulted in growing interest in the
possibilities of dispersed work places
and home offices. The Perimeter
prototype provides typical lease office
space as well as housing which can
accommodate home offices.
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Gateways which permit transverse traffic
may be located at these office locations.
The resulting configuration offers a mix
of housing, retail, and office space which
offers organic connections with each
other and with the larger environmental
surrounds and communities.
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Entry Facade

Section at Office

Entry to Parking Lot, Typical Office Facade

Garden Facade
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Living Room, Looking at Garden Courtyard

Living Room, Looking at Garden Courtyard

Courtyard Perspective

View of Model, Entry Facade
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